EMPLOYER JOB ORDER FORM

JOB TITLE
Driver Class C

JOB ID
17339

OPEN DATE
12/09/2019

LOCATION
San Jose

HOURS/WEEK
20 - 30

SALARY
$16 - $18.00

WORKDAYS
Monday - Friday

SHIFT/HOURS
varies

REQUIRED FOR POSITION
Other, Background Check - Require: Class C Drivers Lic.

REQUIRED EDUCATION
None

JOB DESCRIPTION
Note: Hours varies with lot's of over time opportunities.

Do you have one year driving experience?

What you will be doing:
• Perform pre-trip check and safely drives Class C Bobtails 20 footer
• Obtains daily work assignments from dispatch or supervisor and stays in work assignment until relieved
• May assist in loading and offloading trucks and setting & offsetting goods on equipment.
• Assists the move process by communicating with supervisors, the end users/customer and other crew members
• Responsible to produce a quality move for the customer
• Push furniture, equipment and cartons on wheels to and from trucks, offices, and warehouses as requested by the customer.
• Uses extreme care not to damage goods or facilities during the move

3 TO 5 KEY SKILL SETS REQUIRED
What we are looking for?
• Open flexible schedules
• Willing to work Saturdays
• Willing to work overtime when needed
• Adequate transportation to the different on site facilities

Job Requirements:
• Valid California Class C Driver’s License
• All new hires must be able to pass a background check and drug screen